
INTERNATIONAL ONE METRE CLASS

Part II, Section C checklist
Recommended by the MYA to be used at Certification Control and RETAINED  
BY THE OWNER for future reference. This is NOT a measurement form and 
is NOT required to be sent to the registrar to obtain a certificate.

Boat registration number……………………….

Tick where checked
WEIGHT (Record actual weight) Hull Rig 1 Rig 2 Rig 3
1 C.6.4 Does the keel, excluding fasteners, weigh 2200g - 2500g? ( kg)
2 C.6.4 Does the rudder, including the stock, weigh less than 75g? ( )
3 C.4.2 Does the boat in dry condition, with rig 3, weigh 4000g or more? ( )
4 C.4.2 Does the boat in dry condition, with rig 2, weigh 4000g or more? ( )
5 C.4.2 Does the boat in dry condition, with rig 1, weigh 4000g or more? ( )
6 C.4.3 Are the corrector weights, if any, fixed in the hull?
BOAT
7 C.4.1 In any rig, does the length fall within the limit of 1000mm?
8 C.4.1 In any rig, does the draught fall within the limit of 370-420mm? (approx. mm)
9 C.4.1 In any rig, is the depth of the hull from the waterline 60mm or less?
10 C.6.3 Is the rudder inboard of the after end of the hull?
11 C.5.1 Is the hull registration number [20mm min] displayed on the hull or deck?
12 C.6.3 Is the keel fixed, ie unable to move or rotate relative to the hull?
RIG
13 C.7.3 Is the rig inboard of the fore and aft ends of the hull?
14 C.7.4 Is the lower limit mark to deck limit mark for each rig between 60-100mm?
15 C.7.4 Is the variation in height of lower limit mark for each rig restricted to +/-5mm?

(ie: where a mast jack is used)
16 C.7.5 Is the boom spar curvature less than 3mm?
17 C.7.6 Is the headsail boom swivel for each rig attached approx. on the hull centreline?
18 C.7.7 Does the running rigging (sheets, headsail boom topping lift and restraint line,

and mainsail tack downhaul) comply with C.7.7 (a), (b), (c) and (d)?
19 C.8.4 Does the line taken through the tack & head points of the headsail of each rig 

cut the mast spar below the lower edge of the headsail stay limit mark?
SAILS
20 C.8.4 Are the clew point of the mainsail and clew & tack points of each headsail 

set within 25mm of the ends of the boom spars on each rig?
21 C.8.3 Is the class insignia positioned above the sail numbers on each mainsail?
22 C.8.3 Are the sail identification marks positioned clearly and correctly on the 

mainsails and headsails of each rig? See RRS E6 & SI diagram in MYA Handbook

Official Measurer signature and date…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

To the owner:
Please retain this checklist as a record of measurement to form a base point of compliance with the Section C rules at the
time of certification control. The checklist contains items within Part II, Section C of the IOM Class Rule and
owners are reminded to ensure that their boat complies with all of the rules in Part II when racing. Race Committees
reserve the right to carry out equipment inspection (check measurement) of  boats at any time during an event.

ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR EQUIPMENT INSPECTION Keel Rudder Rig 1 Rig 2 Rig 3
23 C.6.2 Have the keel and rudder been marked for use in this event?
24 C.8.2 Have mainsails and headsails of each rig been marked for use at this event?
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